PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT

MIKE MAIONE AND BRETT BARRY

CELEBRITY PRESAGE
MIKE AND BRETT HAS PRODUCED NOT JUST A FANTASTIC ROUTINE
BUT ALSO ONE THAT IS EXTREMELY ENTERTAINING -S OMETHING
OFTEN LACKING WHEN IT COMES TO BOOK TESTS. BECAUSE
OF THE THEME OF THE BOOK TEST THE JOKES LITERALLY WRITE
THEMSELVES.
WHAT MIKE HAS DONE IS TAKEN HIS ORIGINAL CELEBRITY PRESAGE
AND ADDED SOME REALLY KILLER FEATURES INCLUDING AN IDEA
BY STEVE VALENTINE AND WIKII TEST GIVING THE ABILITY TO FORCE,
OR READ A PERSON'S MIND WITH A SELECTED PAGE, CELEBRITY
AND EVEN ALLOWING FOR A DRAWING DUPLICATION.
THIS BOOK TEST OFFERS SO MUCH AND IT IS SO EASY TO PERFORM
YOU'LL WANT TO ADD IT IN TO YOUR STAND-UP SHOW STRAIGHT
AWAY. TALK ABOUT PACK SMALL AND PLAY BIG THIS ONE TICKS ALL
THE BOXES.
USING SVENPAD TECHNOLOGY THIS BOOK TEST IS EXTREMELY
WELL MADE AND THE PRECISION OF THE CUTTING MEANS THE
SPECTATOR CAN NOW HANDLE THE BOOK!!
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he original Celebrity Presage was ingeniously created in 2011 by Magician Mike Maione,
and it has now been completely remade
into one of the finest book tests you will
ever see - with greatly improved handling
(perfection!) and all new capabilities.
Our killer system allows book page numbers
to display sequentially front to back, whilst
still allowing the performer to cleanly force
ANY page they wish in real time. Invisibly
& perfectly. When you see it with your own
eyes you will be blown away.
In fact, your Celebrity Presage book offers
multiple forcing methods, multiple reveals,
and a killer “V” forcing gimmick we created
from scratch to allow maximum flexibility.
Celebrity Presage is a book test with multiple layered methods which can be used
together (or individually) for predictions or
mind-reading miracles.
For the first time, App creator Marc Kerstein
exclusively & generously allowed the use of
all the force words from his popular “WikiTest” to be used in Celebrity Presage. This
exciting addition means that WikiTest users
will be ready to use Celebrity Presage quickly, with no extra memorization needed.

New book test ideas are as rare as a 1950’s Ford Mystere,
and Celebrity Presage’s PPNS system is an exciting new
fooler – especially when layered with the other built-in
methods. This book is the result of a collaboration between
Magician Mike Maione and Brett Barry, with some lastminute tweaks to add even more horsepower! Have fun and
go blow some minds.
WHAT YOU GET
(1) Celebrity Presage gimmicked 130-page paperback book
(1) V forcing gimmick (Beyoncé)
29 Page PDF written instructions with routines & photos
30 Minute streaming video instructions
Access to the SvenPad® secret group
WHAT CAN I DO?
Your Celebrity Presage book will allow you to:
Force a page/Celebrity using our incredible numbering
system
Force a page/Celebrity using Svengali (opening to a page)
Force a movie title using PPPS or Svengali
Force a Celebrity name using the new V Gimmick (Beyoncé)

"One of the easiest and most
entertaining book tests I've
ever seen!! The combination
of methods makes this a
game changer." - ROMHANY

Divining one of 9 potential WikiTest words on one or multiple spectators
Potentially do a drawing duplication
Reveal the details from a forced celebrity quote
MY THOUGHTS:
Mike and Barry have created an incredible book test that allows for
a large variety of revelations from a celebrity to words and much
more. The method used makes this the easiest book test I’ve ever
seen, AND the actual material in the book makes this one of the
most entertaining. There is nothing to memorize, you can hand the
book out, has built in gags, and because it uses a variety of methods
you can get several different revelations from one book. It is the
perfect type of book test for parlour and stage.

is this page numbering system that was again used in this updated
Celebrity Presage (on steroids) and allows you to do the same
thing. This really is an extremely clever system that not only will fool
lay audiences but will really throw off those ‘knowing’ magicians.
A huge thank you to Mike for continuing to develop this system
and make his original book test even better with this brand new
version. The additions to this book test really do make this one of
the very best, and most entertaining book tests I’ve ever seen. This,
with the addition of others, should make this one of the very best
products for 2019. Mike has spent the best part of the last decade
working and developing this system, and I feel he and Bret has really
produced the ultimate book test that will be used by magicians and
mentalists.

The original Svengali principle dates back to the 1500s, and recently
Bret has produced a large variety of products, mostly using pads
and envelopes using this principle. The original Celebrity Presage
book test started off years ago when Mike released his amazing
book test, followed a few years later with our version called Diary
Presage, which used a pocket diary and offered 12 different routines
from the one diary.The Diary was the the very first book style test to
use this incredible numbering system, which allowed you to hand
it to the spectator without them discovering the system or secret. It

1) The book - As with all Sven products you are getting an extremely
well crafted book. The ‘cut’ on the pages are all precision cut so even
if you know the Svengali principle you’ll have to look really hard to
see the difference in page sizes. Brett (SvenPads) takes pride in their
precision work and you can see it in this book. The book itself is 130
pages (actually more but nobody will notice) and there are some
really clever additions to the book, such as a few harder cardboard
pages at the back. This is incredibly clever as it will protect the book
and stop it from getting bent. This is something that every book test

ever produced from now on should add!! Another great idea is
they have called the book “CELEBRITY FAILS” so if your audience
Googles the book they won’t find it connected with ‘a magic
trick.’ The content itself is hilarious and the jokes write themselves. You don’t even have to be a funny person and you’ll get
laughs by reading some of these out.
Let’s look at the coolest part - at least for me - of the book. It
is the NUMBERING SYSTEM. This is something I can talk about
from experience having worked with this for years with DIARY
PRESAGE. You can show every page is different, with different
celebrities on them. The best part is you can have the spectator
flip through the book and look at the celebrities themselves.
You can have ANY page number called out and it will be the
FORCE celebrity which is Tom Cruise. The tutorial is extremely
well produced and has so many amazing and fun revelations
from using a spectator’s phone, Mike’s really clever and updated BABY GAG to Tom Cruise actually printed on your phone.
If you know the great reaction The Baby Gag gets then you will
definitely want to get this and start performing Mike’s version.
His updated version is much funnier and of course has the killer
ending of Tom Cruise. One of my favourite for close-up or parlour style work is Mike’s phone routine with Tom Cruise printed
on the phone.
OTHER SYSTEMS - Also built in the force pages is WIKITEST
LONG WORDS. The force pages of the book have been seasoned with the 9 long words sourced from the popular WikiTest
app by Marc Kerstein. This now allows for another revelation.
You can have somebody name a page, or open the book to any
page (using the Sven System), then hand it to someone else to
look at ANY LONG WORD on either page. You are now able to
reveal not only the celebrity but also a ‘random’ chosen word.
Again this allows for a really hands off book test - which is another huge advantage of this. Even using the Senegal principle
this can be done hands off.
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STEVE VALENTINE - perhaps one of the most popular book tests
of recent years was by Steve Valentine. Those familiar with his
release will be extremely happy to know that this system is built
in to a book mark - and actually you can even get different book
marks with different names. With this addition you can now force
a different celebrity very cleanly. The book mark can be place
ON ANY page in the book, allowing a very different method. I
personally love this and it’s a great first reveal. They call this the V
gimmick (names after Steve Valentine.)
TUTORIAL - You will receive a PDF with routines and a variety of
handlings, plus an extremely well produced download video.
This video goes through everything very thoroughly and will
certainly spark a host of ideas. Mike shares many of his pet
routines on the DVD, most are in a comedy vain, but you can
certainly play this seriously as a mentalist if that is your style. The
PDF also has all the handling and routines you will need to know
to perform this book test. You will learn how to do a drawing
test, word revelation and so much more. This is such a versatile
book test.
FINAL THOUGHTS: A huge thank you to Bret and Mike for creating one of the most entertaining and most baffling book tests
every produced. By combining a host of methods they have
produced something that can be used in conjunction with other
routines OR a stand alone giving you maximum entertainment
from minimum props. This really has become one of my favourite
book tests for my parlour and stage shows as it offers so much
more than most book tests.

